**Introduction**
The Oklahoma State Teach Ag Results (STAR) program seeks to honor ten teachers (two from each area of Oklahoma) for work they do on the local level in all learning environments. This includes utilizing innovative teaching methods, implementing unique lessons or units, and supporting/assisting specialized community programs. The ten teachers will be honored at Summer Conference in August, 2020. The nominations will be evaluated by the STAR committee of agricultural education teachers, teacher educators, and state staff.

**Directions and eligibility**
Nominate a fellow agricultural education teacher by submitting a 250-500 word description of the teacher’s outstanding work on the local level. Describe some of the specific lessons, programs, and projects they are teaching and advising. Please include the name of the teacher and their school in your submission. We also ask you to include either a headshot or action photo of the nominee.

*In an effort to honor a wide variety of teachers, those that have previously received this award are not eligible to be re-nominated at this time.*

**2019 Winners:**
- Grant Little
- Holly Drake
- Hanna Brown
- Carolyn Piguet
- Tim White
- Brent Ervin
- Brent Dugat
- Tanner Miller
- Randy Watkins
- Randy Bean

Evidence of the following criteria will be used in the evaluation of each nomination:

a. Effective instruction  
b. Involvement in the community  
c. Innovative programs and teaching methods  
d. Dedication to student success

**Please email all nominations as a PDF and photos to mason.jones@edmondschools.net by April 1, 2020.**